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Eucus spiralis, Linnk, or E’ucus platycarpus, Thuret : A question of Nomen- 
clature. By I?. BORGESEN, Ph.D. (Communicated by the General 
Secretary.) 

(PLATE 9.) 

[Read 4th February, 1909.1 

IT is indeed rather bewildering that so common a plant as Fucus spiralis, L , 
which occurs, for example, commonly along the whole west coast of Europe, 
is designated by most botanists under different names in diff’erent countries. 
Pro€. Sauvageau has also pointed this out in his recent paper : ‘‘ Sur  deux 
FUCUS rkcoltks a Arcachon (Fuczrs platycarpus et F. lutarizis) ” *. 

I n  this paper Prof. Sauvageau tries to make it clear that we must use the 
name Fucus platycarpus of Thuret for the plant in question, and not Fums 
spiralis, L., as I have done in my work on the Marine Algz  of the Fieroes 
(‘Botany of the PierSes,’ Part  ii., Copenhagen, 1902, p.472). Prof. Sauvageau 
considers that we know nothing certain as to Fucus spiralis of LinnB ; he 
especially tries to make it clear that the species of Linnk includes different 
forms of Fucus vesiculosus, e. g. F. vesiculosus f. splicerocarpa, comnion in 
the northern seas, which Linnc’! might have collected during his journey 
iu Finmarken. 

“Puisque cette varidtB 
splicerocarpis du l? vesiculosus est si repandue et si abondante dans les 
iners borBnles, il est presque kvident, a priori, que LinnB l’a rBcolt6e durant 
son voyage en Laponie, presque Bvident aussi que, l’ayant re’coltde, il l’a 
confondue avec son I/: spiralis lequel, on ne doit l’oublier, est sini~demttnt 
caractbrisk par les deux mots : ‘ inferne nudo,’ et lion par la nature sexuelle 
des rdceptacles.” J e  ne disconviens nullement que 
le Fucus hermaphrodite, corymbiforirie et  spirald entrsit dans la constitution 
du F. spiralis rencontrk par Linnk dans son voyage en‘ Laponie, mais 
celui-ci reufermait certainement aussi les Fucus vesicdosus spiral&, Ie 
F. vesiculosus var. splicerocaryus et peutdtre d‘autres B base ‘ inferne nudo ’ 
des regions borkales.” And page 25,  repeating the same, Prof. Sauvageau 
even adds Pelvetia and Fucus injutus. 

I have thought i t  rigbt to reprint here niy text of Eiccus spiralis in 
‘ Botany of the FsrSes,’ pp. 472-477, as perhaps not every reader of the 
present essay has my paper a t  hand. I would add, that until my paper 
appeared, this species not only figured under different names by most 
authors, as there mentioned, but its different forms were even considered as 
different species by the same author in the same work. Just to mention one 

* SociBt6 scientifique d’Arcachon. Station Biologique. XLhme Annee Bordeaux, 
1908. 
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Prof. Sauvageau writes, for instance, p. 16 : 

And on page ‘23 we read : 
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example : De Toni’s ‘ Bylloge Algarum,’ vol. iii., where we find Fucus platy- 
carpus, Thuret, p. 205, Fucus cesiculosus vur. limitaneus, Mont., pp. 206-7, and 
FUCUS spiralis, L., p. 207. I am pleased to see that Prof. Sauvagenu quite 
agrees with me as to the definition of the species. 

In  ‘ Botany of the Fzroes,’ I have written as follows :- 

“ Fucus SPIRALIS, Linne‘, Flora Lapponica, p. 350, No. 467 ; Specics 
Plantarum, Tom. ii. p. 1159, Holmiac, 1753; Systema Naturx?, Editio 
duodecima, Tom. ii. p. 715, Holmie, 1767 ; Kjellm., N. I. p. 252 (202). 
Fucus plgtycarpus, Thuret, Gtudes phycolog. p. 70. Fucus AresclLougii, 
Kjellm., Handb. p, 11. Fucus vesiculosus p. spiralis (L.), Lyngb., Hydrophyt. 
p. 3 (according to the specimens in his herbarium in Copenhagen). 

f. TYPICA. Fucus Areschougii, Kjellm., the main form, Handb. 1. c. 

f. NANA, Kjellni., Handb. p. 11 ; RGCUS Eirnitaneus, Mont., Thuret, 1. c. 
pp. 41-42 ; Fucus platycarpus, var. li~nitat~eus, Sauvageau, Sur les 
Algues du golfe de Gnscogne, p. 35 (Journal de Botanique, ~ o l .  xi. 
p. 268). 

‘‘ I am quite convinced that 1111 the species mentioned here and described 
by different authors (some more may be added to the list, cfr. e. g. Thuret and 
Rjellman, 1. c.) must be regarded as belonging to Linnk’s old species Fucus 
spiralis. Linnd’s description in the works quoted is, though short, yet fairly 
exhaustive, so a sufficiently clear idea may be formed of what he meant. 

“ Now the alga iiamed by Thuret Fucus platycarpus and figured by him 
on tab. 16. 1. c.-original specimens of which were very kindly sent to me 
from Thuret’s herbarium by Prof. Sauvageau-diff ers rather considerably 
from what, e. g., Kjellman calls Fucus Arescliougii, and of which a typical 
example is to he found in Areschoug’s Exsicc. NO. 54- (compare also my 
figure 94 *). But to this I may remark that both in the Firth of Forth neak 
North Berwick, and at Heligoland I gathered specimens which are exactly 
intermediate between these. And even among my Fzriiese material I found 
a very few specimens or portions of plants which reminded one strongly of 
Fucus platycarpus, Thur., e .  g., the portion of t’he plant given in fig. 95 t, the 
other part of the same plant being like the main species. My opinion is, that 
Thuret’s Fucus platycarpus is a more southerly variety of Fucus spiralis, 
while the typical form occurs more particularly in the northern regions, but 
may also be found growing together with var. platycarpa in the southern. 
I would point out as particularly characteristic of var. platycarpa that its 
main branches are distinctly continued along its whole length, while 
Puciis spiralis, L., typica-as I regard it, and to which as I said before 

* I. e. fig. 1 of the present paper. t Fig. 2 on p. 108. 
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Fig, 1. 
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Fucus spiralis, L. From Thorshavn. 3 3  : 1. (H. Westergaard, del.) 

I 2  
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Fig. 2. 

h c w a  apiraziu, L. Part of a plant approaching var. plntycarpa, Thur. From 
Thorshavn. 3/4 : 1. (H. WeBtergaard, del.) 

I refer, e. g., FUCUS Areschougii as a synonyin-has all its branches, even the 
topmost, distinctly dichotomous, and the latter terminating in recept:icles, 
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Which are usually more or less swollen aud roundish-oval, and occur terminally 
either two on each branch, or cordate if the bipartition is not complete. On 
observing a well-pressed herbarium specimen of a typical F’ucus spiralis 
(e.g., Areschoug’s Exsicc. No. 54), all the receptacles will be seen to occur 
along the periphery of the plant, while in var. platycarpa they aro situated 
along the main branches, beginning from somewhere near their base. It is 
a pity that Kjellman, who in N. I. refers this species to Fuctcs spiralis, does 
not give any reason for having in ‘ Hnndbok ’ given it the name F. Areschougii. 
In  his description of B. borealiu, Kjellman just writes in a footnote :-‘ If the 
name Fuctcs spiralis, L,, agrees with this species, then it must most properly 
be applied to the northern form.’ 

“With regard to forina nana (fig. 9S*), the latter is only a small dwarf 
form of f. typica. I have reported Fucus limitaneus, Mont., as synonymous 
with this form on the strength of soiiie specimens gathered in the Canary 
Islands by the 1at-e Mr. 0. Gelert.. . . Further, Prof. Sauvageau kindly sent 

Fig. 3. 

Fuacs spiralis, L., f. nana. 1 : 1. (H. Westergsard, del.) 

96, i. e. figure 3 of this p a p ,  aa shown above. 
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me specimens of this form from Cap du Figuier in the Bay of Biscay ; be 
calls them Fucus platycarpus, var. Zimitaneus ;*and with reference to them he 
writes, 1. c.  pp. 171-2 :-‘En 1896, j’en ai r&.dte sur un bloc situ.4 en avant 
du Casino, de petits, grbles et bien fructifids, en touffes &parses, de 2 lt 3 
centirnhtres de longueur, et ydtonnerai probablement les algologues qui ont 
explore seulement les regions plus septentrionales, en disant que j’aie pu 
faire rentrer dans une boite d’allumettes ma rhcolte, qui se composait d‘une 
dizaine d’exemplaires bien entiers.’ The Feroese specimens from exposed 
localities are often as small. 
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‘’ Several FmrSese exainples are shown in fig. 97, the small ones being forma 
nana, the large f .  typica. This species occurs in the littoral zone along the 
Faerlies, and grows in fairly sheltered situations (especially forma typica) as 
well as on exposed coasts (forma nana). I n  more particularly exposed places 
the latter may be found growing at a considerable height above high-water 
mark, e. g., at Vaags Ejde it occurred at  a height of some 5 metres. It, 
grows by preference on steeply inclined cliffs which are incessantly dashed 
by the sea in rough weather. On the other hand, in calm weather it often 
suffers from desiccation, and I have frequently gathered it so dried that it 
could easily be broken. It always grows gregariously, and this applies 
especially to forma nana. It has also sometimes been found in rock-pools fit 
high levels, e. g., in abundance near Velbestad, specimens from such situations 
being thinner and of slenderer build, amwering to f. Einearis o f  F u c u s  inflatus, 
as f. nana answers to f. disticl~a. 

“ Fructifying plants were found in April, May, June, July, and October. 
A few specimens gathered in December were sterile. Its period of fructifica- 
tion corresponds exactly to that of plants in the Norwegian Polar Sea where, 
according to Kjellman 1. c., they bear receptacles during summer and a part 
of October.,’ 

Now Prof. Sauvageau thinks that the name of this plant ought to be Fucue 
plat,yycarpus, Thur., with var. spiralis., Sauv. ; while on the contrary I have 
called it, and still maintain it ought to be called, Fucus spiralis, L., with var. 
platycarpa (Thur.) BBrgs. 

The question at  issue is now : Is LinnC’s description of Fucus spiralis such 
as would make it quite certain what plant it is applied to ? 

I n  ‘ Species Plantarum,’ tom. ii. p. 1159, Holmiae 1753, Linn6 gives the 
following diagnosis :-“ Fucus spiralis. Fucus froude dichotoma integra, 
caule folium percurrente : inferne nudo, vesicolis verrucosis terininalibus. 
F1. lepp. 467. 5’1. suec. 1003. R9y. lugdb. 514. 
‘‘ Fucus spiralis maritimus major, Raj. angl. 3. p. 41. 
“ Habitat in Oceano.” 
The diagnosis itself is short, and, but for a single less essential exception, 

literally like that of Eiccus v~sicuZosus, but if the species-name is to be 
considered, the characteristic twisting of this plant is justly pointed out. 
However, it is not to be forgotten that IiianB, with regard to  the diagnosis 
of Eiccus vesietilosus, adds : “ Fucus marinus f. Quercus maritima vesioulas 
habens.” * 

* Prof. Sauvngeau does not mention this, and when he on p. 7 writes :-“ I1 n’est meme 
pas certain que le nom spdcifique soit plus expressif que l a  diagnose, car Linn6 nppelle les 
receptacles vdsicules, et tous les Fume m6riternient le mdme qualificntif de vesieulosue,” it is 
not quite correct, as Linn6 calls the receptnclea ‘‘ vesiculs verrucoale,” but the vesicles only 
6‘ rericulee.” 
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TO get a clear idea as to Linnk’s plant, we are of course obliged to 
examine his quotations. I n  ‘ Flora Lapponica,’ which Linnb; quotes first, the 
diagnosis of Fucus spiralis is almost the same, but Linn6 adds: “ Spiralis 
dicitur, quod contorqueat se in spiram, nec facile, si exsiccatur, in planum 
extendi possit,” as a further explanation. 

Further, Linnt’! quotes ‘ Flora Suecica,’ where the diagnosis is .: “ Fucus 
folio dichotomo integro, caule medium folium transcurrente inferne nudo, 
vesiculis verrucosis terminatricibus,” Roy. lugdb, 514 (which I have not 
seen), and lastly, Raj. angl. 3. p. 41, where the following description of 
Fucus spiralis mam‘ti,nus major is written : ‘( Praecedenti proxime accedit, 
foKs angustioribus, dichotomis, intortis, dodrantem aut pedem longis. 
Vesiculis caret, extremitates vero seminales, quam in priori, breviores sunt &J 

tumidiores.” The previous species to which Ray refers is Fucus vesiculosus. 
Here I do not think there can be any doubt as to the plant intended. 

In  my paper I quote ‘ Systema Naturae,’ Editio XII. t. ii. p. 715, where 
the diagnosis of Fucus spiralis is : ‘‘ Fronde plaria dichotonia integerrima 
punctata : inferne lineari canaliculnta, fructif. tuberculntis geminis ” ; and 
Linnk adds : (‘ Frons membranncea, plana, sed inferne angustior, hinc 
canaliculata. Fructific. terminales, geminae, pedunculatce, oblongae, crassi- 
uscule. L imb  has here 
altogether omitted “ vesiculae verrucos%e ” from the diagnosis, but instead 
he gives a detailed description of the terminal, swollen receptacles. The 
misleading description of the lowest part of the thallus, “inferne lineari 
canaliculata,” which has here been given in the diagnosis, and upon which 
Prof. Sauvageau lays so much stress, seemy to me to be only of secondary 
significance, nnd may easily be explained by the fact that Linnb; has relied on 
badly prepared plants, which, during the drying process, may easily get the 
margin somewhat upward bent, or folded together (cf. Oeder’s figure in 
‘ Flora Danica,’ pl. 286, about which more will follow later). 

Starting with the diagnosis in ‘ Species Plantarum,’ and the authors quoted 
by Linnk, especially Ray, and also with what Linnb; has added in his other 
works quoted by me, it seems to me that all doubt is at an end with regard 
to the plant which Linnb calls Fucus spiralis, and that it cannot possibly 
contain, e.  g., forms of Fuczis vesiculosus, ne Prof. Sauvageau suggests. 

As we have seen, the plant of Linnb; is not characterized by tho two words 
only, (( inforne nudo,” but by a series of essential characters, by which the 
plant may easily be known, even if Linnb; had not emphasized the sexual 
nature of the receptacles ( ~ 6  tbe quotation of Prof. Sauvageau, 1. c. p. 16), 
an unreasoiiablc demand of Linnb; considering the period. This statement is 
well supported by examining the specimens in LinnB’s herbarium. 

During a visit to London in October 1907, I had, through the kindness 
of the General Secretary of the Linnean Society, Dr. Daydon Jackson, the 
opportunity of seeing these specimens. Mr. Howe had also seen them earlier, 

Dum crescit in mari contortus est in spiram.” 
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and writes (Bulletin Torrey Bot. Club, 32, 1905, p. 581) that “ they seem to 
support BBrgesen’s position.” 
Two specimens are to be found in LinnQ’s herbarium with his inscrip- 

tion “4 spiralis,” and as these specimens have a special interest, I shall 
try to describe them as explicitly as possible, also giving a reproduction of 
them (Pl. 9). 

Both the speciniens are pasted on to small sheets of paper, which are 
themselves pasted on full-sized sheets, viz. 32 cm. x 21 cm. LinnB’s writing 
is on the big sheets, but in one case, in writing the word “.yiralis,” his 
pen has passed up with the letter ‘‘ 1 ” on to the sinaller sheet. 

On the one specimen (upper figure) there is also written in pellcil 
“Lightfoot? G,” possibly by Dawson Turner, and furthermore a nearly effaced 
“ spiralis ” in what Dr. Duydon Jacltson thinks to be LinnB’s handwriting. 

Beside this, Dr. Daydon Jackson has also written me the following:- 
“ In  the herbarium here, is a sheet of memoranda by Dawson Turner (of 
Yarmouth), in which he says : ‘ Fucus spiralis, 2 spec”’, one very singular 
(see sketch by Illr. Hooker), the other, the common small plant.’ I do not 
know where Hooker’s sketches are at present ; but it seems quite clear that 
LinnC? wrote up his species as you still understand it, but pinned something 
else besides, with the same name, to it.” 

The specimen represented by P1. 9, uppei figure, is about 10 cm. long ; it 
is badly spread and prepared, the branches are naked at  the base, towards the 
top 4-2 cm. broad, rather twisted, bearing in the top rounded, sometimes oval 
bifurcate receptacles about 5-8 cm.long. The plant quite agrees with a smaller 
specimen of the form, which is commonly found on the shores of the northern 
seas, viz. with what I call var. typica. I t  is an understood thing that any 
examination of this unique herbarium, which necessitates a cut into the 
plant, the specimens of which are PO very small, is quite out of the question, 
and thus a microscopic examination to decide whether these plants are 
hermaphrodite or not, is impossible ; but anybody, having at  least some 
knowledge of Fuczis spiralis, will, at first sight, admit that it is that plant 
which we have before us. 

The other specimen (Pl. 9, lower fig.) is only u smaller fragment of a somc- 
what larger plant. It has an almost even, broad thallus, downwards c. 4 nim. 
broad, upwards a little broader, the inargins bent il little upwards, which has 
perhaps been the reason of LinnB’s bewildering statement “ ltinc canaliculata.” 
The receptacles vary somewhat in form, those in the middle being broadly 
oval, the others elongated, the longest reaching a length of almost 2 cm., 
while the short ones are only 1 cm. long and 2 cm. broad. The whole length 
of the specimen is 18 citi. 

On sending me u photograph of this plant, Dr. Howe asked for my opinion 
of it, when I answered, “ It may be Fucus spiralis, but it may also very well 
be a form of ‘ E’ucus inflatus,’ ” 
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Both these species are hermaphrodite, and some of their forms may give 
rise to difficulties * when studied in the herbaria ; but in nature, where these 
species occur together, it will always be easy to decide to what species a given 
sl)ecimen belongs, as they grow at  different tide-levels, vix. : FUCUS ii$atus 
011 sheltered coasts at about low-water mark, while Fucus spiralis occurs a t  
about high-water mark. As before said, I dare not say anything decided 
as to this specimen ; the long receptacles suggest Pucus in fa tus ,  while the 
short roundish ones might belong to FUCUS .gpiralis, L. : possibly we have to 
do with a bastard of these two species. 

Even if one of Linne’s specimens is doubtful, it is my opinion that we 
have sufficient support in the other typical specimen ; no doubt most herbaria 
have, besides typical specimens, others also more or less differing. At all 
events the Linnean specimens show that they have nothing in common with 
FUCUS vesiculosus, and Prof. Sauvageau’s chief complaint against FUCUS 
spiralis, L., that this included also forms of FUCUS vesiculosus, is thus not 
supported by LinnB’s herbarium. 

Finally I want to emphasize a point which 1 find is highly in favour of my 
opinion, namely :-that LinnB, in the group of Fzicus, which lie describes as 
“ Dichotomi frondeccentes,” has the following six species : serratus, vesiculosus, 
ceranoides, spiralis, i n j u t  us, and tlivaricatus. With the exception of the last 
mentioned, which is a form of RWUS aesicdosus rich in vesicles, the species 
which Linnk was clear-sighted enough to recognize have remained till to-day. 
One may contrast with this the great number of species which J. Agardh 
has i n  “ Bidrag till kannedoinen af Spetsbergens Alger ” (K. Vet.-Akad. 
Handl. vol. vii. no. 8, p. 31), and which, for  a long time, brought confusion 
into the systematics of the genus E’ucus. 

Strictly speaking, I could w r y  well stop here, as I think, from what has 
been already written, that we have gained a sufficiently clear idea of FUWS 
spiralis, L. ; but as i t  is of interest to follow the history of this species to the 
present day, and as I do not quite agree with Prof. Sauvageau’s representation 
of this also, I shall here enumerate the chief facts. 

f i .  G. Gmelin mentions (‘Historia Fucorum,’ Petropol. 1768, p. 62) F u c ~  
spirulis as a vnriety of his Fucus Quercus marina=Fuczis vesiculosus, L., 
while he, in the 13th edition of ‘ Systema Naturae,’ 1791, p. 1386, has FUCUS 
spiralis as a distinct species, but adds : ‘( An vesiculosi varietas ? ” 

While Hudson (‘Flora Anglica,’ editio altera, tom. 2, London, 1778, 
p. 577) only copies the diagnosis of LinnB in ‘ Systema Naturze,’ edit. 12, 
Lightfoot, on the contrary, has an excellent description of this species in 
‘ Flora Scotica ’ (London, 1777, vol. ii. p. 911). 

* Compare for instance Setchell and Gardner, 6‘ A l p  of North-Western America,” p. 281, 
aud Yendo, “ The Fucacere of Japan,” where the forms which he calls Fucus eunnescens and 
of which he g r e s  an illustration (pl. i. figs. 1 8: 2) highly resemble Fucus spiralis. 
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Having first copied the diagnoses of this species in ‘ Systema Naturae,’ 
ed. 13, and ‘ Species Plantarum ’ ed. 2, p. 1627, Lightfoot gives the following 
description :-“ It has the whole habit of the F. z’esiculosus, except that, so far 
as we have seen, it is destitute of air-bladders. The stalk or rib is naked at 
the base, being made so by the violence of the waves, but we never observed 
it channelled, as Linnreus mentions. The branches of the leaf are very apt 
to be twisted spirally in their growth, so as to be expanded with difficulty ; 
and their edges, though naturally entire, are often torn or jagged by the rocks 
and waves even to the middle rib, appearing as if cut into lanceolate segments. 
The seminal vesicles grow in pairs at the extremities of the segments, thick, 
obtuse, and generally bifid.” 

It seems to me that this description is so inclusive and striking, that we 
are doing the author tin injustice if we have any doubt as to what plant he 
speaks of. 

As to Oeder’s figure in ‘Flora Danicn’ (vol. ii. fasc. 5, tab. SSO), the 
oldest existing figure of this species, so far as I know, published as early as 
1766, I willingly admit that it is not particularly good. But nevertheless I 
decidedly maintain that there can be no question as to its being Fucus 
spiralis, 1,. The specimen used was badly prepared and is highly “ canalicu- 
latus” (comp. LinnB’s description in ‘ Systema Naturzc,’ edit. 12). It has 
apparently a vesicle, indeed several small ones are figured in some copies, 
there being a great difference in the reproduction of the various copies. In 
one copy that we have in the library of the Botanical Garden, Copenhagen, 
there are besides the larger ‘‘ vesicle J J  in the middle of the plant, drawn on 
the left side of the branch, at B little distance from the midrib, and rather far  
froiii its apex, also two small ones, but these are placed in such peculiar parts 
of the thallus that i t  is quite clear that they are not real vesicles; they are 
moreover quite absent from my own copy of ‘ Flora Danica., As to the large 
‘ 6  vesicle,” it is, in both the copies at the Library, drawn in agreement with 
the receptacles, viz. : with the surface dotted all over ; the position would be 
a peculiar one in which to find a receptacle, but, judging from the dotted 
surface, it way not intended for a vesicle. I n  my own copy the vesicle-like 
body is not dotted, hut its outline is rather indistinctly sketohed, so that it 
can scarcely be considered as other than a curviug of the thallus which the 
painter has heen at  p i n s  to represent. By the way, considering my figure 
(fig. 1, p. 107) a little closer, it etrucli me that here also, on the upper side 
of the lower branch, to the left of the figure, n. folding of the thallus is 
drawn in such r2 way thut it greatly resembles n vesicle. 

At  the same time it is possible for Fucus spiralis to have vesicles, though this 
would apparently be infrequent. In  the herbarium of the Botanical Museum, 
Copenhugen, a specimen, collected at  Haugesund, on the west coast of Norway, 
by Dr. Rosenvinge, has an oval vesicle about 1) cm. long at about 8 cm. 
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distance from tho apex of the thallus. It is rather like the swellings we 
commonly find in Fucus inflatus *. 

Prof. Sauvageau reproaches the modern algologists that they more often 
quote the figure of Oeder, instead of that of Lamarck in ‘ Tableau encyclo- 
pPdique,’ vol. iii. pl. 880. But it may be said (1) that this figure is much 
more recent than Oeder’s, and also (2) that it is given as a type of the genus 
F ~ u s  without any text. For the rest I agree willingly with Yrof. Sauvageau 
that we have here a rather good figure of E’ucus spiralis, L. And a few 
years later (1808) we also gct a good description of it, as Poiret, who 
continued the publication of Lamarck’s ‘ Encyclopkdie mdtlodique,’ quoting 
Latnarck‘s figure, gives in Tome 8 (p. 358) of the work a very good 
description of this species, which he considers as distinct from Fucus 
vesiculosus. Goodenough and Woodward trlso have in ‘( Observations on 
British Fuci ’’ (Trans. Linn. SOC. iii. 1795, p. 47) Fucus spiralis as a distinct 
specie4 and give a good description of it. 

I n  ‘English Botany,’ vol. xxiv. 1807, Smith has givoii a good figure 
and description of Fucus spiralis (pl. 1685), and regarding its habitat he 
writes : “ Growing about high-water mnrli, and alwxys in such eituxtions as 
to be exposed to the air after every tide.” Furthermore, he here describes the 
specimens in Linn6’s herbarium : “ I n  one of’ the Linnaan specimens indeed 
some of‘ these extremities are more oblong, but they are still obtuse and 
rounded at the ends,” evidently poi11 ting to the above mentioned, non-typical, 
specimen. 

Turner, in ‘ Fuci,’ vol. ii., London 1809, on the contrary, considers Fzicus 
spiralis as a variety of Fucus vesiculosus, agreeing with Roth’s conception in 
‘ Flora Germanica.’ 

Lyngbye also takes the same view in ‘ Tentamen Hydrophytologiz,’ p. 3, 
Hauniae, 1819. 

In ‘Nereis Britannica,’ p. 6, tab. 5, 1816, Stackhouse has a good 
description of Fucus spiralis, which he considers as a species ; i t  is accompanied 
by a large and a small pretty good figure. In  the same paper Stackhouse 
has also described the species Fucus Slierardi, which judging from his figure 
is nothing else than a sterile specimen of Fucus spiralis. 

In this way Pucus spiralis has been treated sometimes as a species, some- 
times as a variety of Fucus vesiculosus, or as a synonym of Fucus vesiculosus 
(Greville (1830) and Harvey (1846-51)). I n  the middle of the century there 
appeared Thuret’s important treatise, “ Recherches sur les zoospores deu 
Algues et les anthkridies des Cryptogames ” (Ann. Sc. nat., shr. 3, uol. xvi. 

* Prof. Sauvagean also mentions such swellings iu Note SUP lea Algues ninrines du 
Uolfe de Gascogne,” p. 82, and also Thuret and Bornet mention them in “htudes 
Phycologiques,” p. 40. 
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1851) *. 
carpus, which was tlistinguished firstly by its hermaphrodite condition in 
contradistinction to Eitcus serratus, ceranoides, and vesiculosus, which have 
unisexual receptacles t, and secxmdly, and especially, by its “ receptaculis 
lateralibus,” which were so different from the hitherto known form of FUCUS 
spirulis, that it is quite natural that Thuret should consider it to be a new and 
characteristic species. 

However, if Thuret had not happened to work on the coasts of Normandy 
but instead on the coasts of the Faeriies or Norway, he would certainly 
have arrived at  another conchmion. He  would then have discovered that 
the hermaphrodite condition is not only characteristic of Fucus spiralis but 
also of Fucus injatus ; he would fnrthermore have been able to study the old 
well-known forms of Fucus spiralis, and would of course have used LinnB’s 
name. 

The strauge form of the var. platycaqa in conjunction with the discovery 
of its hermaphrodism, which Thuret thought characteristic of it alone, made 
him introduce his species. 

Not until much later on (1878) did Thuret and Bornet give in ‘ Etudes 
Phycologiques ’ an account of forms, described by earlier authors, which, 
in their opinion, ought to be classed with the Fucus platycarpus, and they 
mention here, first of all Fucus spiralis, L. et auct. partim. 

It is interesting to see that the brothers Crouan, the year after, in their 
excellent exsiccata, “ Algues marines clu Finistkre,” No. 103, distributed a 
Fucus which they indicate as P. vesiculosus var. spiraiis=Fucus spiralis, L., 
a specimen closely allied to the var. typica, whereas the next number 104 is 
Tar. platycarpa, by Crouan called Pucus vesiculosus var. evesiculosus, Cr. = 
Fucus evesiculosus, Bory =Pueus l’huretii, Le Jolis MS. Thus the brothers 
Crouan consider here the two forms as different, illid in contrlidiction to 
Greville and Harvey as varieties of Pucus vesiculosus. I t  is also rather 
peculiar that they do not use Thuret’s name for No. 104, but this may 
possibly be due to the short time that elapsed between the publication of 
Thuret’s work and Crouan’s exsiccata. If we now follow Fucus spiralis, L., 
and Fucusplatycarpus, Thur., up to the present time we shall discover that, 
as a rule, they are considered as different species. 

Areschoug has thus in his paper : “ Slagtena Fucus (L.) Decaisne et 
Thuret och Pycnoyhycus Kiitz., jemte tillhiirande arter ” (Bot. Notiser, 1868, 
p. 106)’ Fucus platycarpus, Thur., and Fucus Slwrardi, Stackh., a. spiralis. 

li In an earlier paper, which Thuret had already edited together with Decaisne, 
‘‘ Recherches sup les nnth6ridies et les spores de quelques Fucus ‘* (Ann. Sc. nat., s6r. 3, 
vol. iii. 1845), it is shown that dicecious, a~ well as hermaphrodite, species of Fucus are to be 
found. 

t Regarding Fucua ceranoides this statement of Thuret is not quite right, as Fucus 
cernnoides, as Le Jolis (Liste des Algues marine8 de Cherbourg, 1863, p. 95) has pointed out, 
may sometimes nppear dicecious, soruetiues hermaphrodite. 

I n  this work Thuret describes (p. 57) the new species Fucus platy 
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To the latter he refers the alga distributed as Fucusplatycarpus in Alg. Scand. 
No. 54, but he points out that on further reflection he considers them to be 
different species, on account of the rainification of Thuret’s plant. Areschoug 
quotes as synonyni of Fucus Slterurdi var. spiralis, Fucus spiralis, L., and 
adds as an explanation as to why he uses Stackhouse’s name, instead of that 
of LinnB, tliat the latter has reference to changes due to casual or local coii- 
ditions *. This proceeding is of course quite unjustifiable, even if it really 
should be the case. We also notice that Kjellman, in ‘The Algte of the 
Arctic Sea,’ p. 202, consequently uses Linnti’s name, “ Fucus spiralis, L., 
Spec. Plant. 2. p. 1159, sec Aresch. Fnc. et Pycnoph. p. 106,” and further- 
inore enumerates : 

‘‘ Descr. 
Fig. 
Exs icc .  - platycarpus, Sresch. Alg. Scand. exsicc. No. 54.” 

J’ucus platycarpus of Thuret is not mentioned : this plant I<jellnian, who 
liked small specific differences, s ureiy considered as a species distinct from 
Areschoug’s plant ; and this view of his has been furthermore expressed in his 
‘ Handbok i Skandinaviens Hsfsalgflora,’ Stockholin 1890, I). 11, where he 
gives to the form of Areschoug the name of Fucus Areschougii t. 

I n  the same year as the ‘Handbok ’ of Kjellman appeared, Foslie has in 
“ Contribucion to the Knowledge of the Marine Algae of‘ Norway : I. East- 
Fininarken ” (TrouisS Mus. Aarshefter, siii. p. 66, l890), Fucus spiralis, L., 
as a distinct species. 

To further mention a few examples from later days, Collins has in 1896 
(Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, vol. xxiii. p. 5) a Pucus Aresclbougii about which he 
says, that it is closely related to Fucus platycarpus : “there may be inter- 
mediate forms, but the type$ seem distinct, Fucus platycarpus being a larger 
plant, with broader frond, having the fruiting segmenls lateral.” And it1 
i Preliminary Lists of New England Plants.-V. Marine Algae ” (Rhodora, 
1900) Collins also has J’ucus Areschouyii, ISjellm., and Fucus platycarpus, Thur. 

Having already, in the introduction of this paper, mentioned how this 
species is apprehended by De Toni (1835), I shall only further point out, that 
in the same year (1902) as my treatise appeared in “ Botany of the Faeriies,” 
Batters has in ‘Catalogue of the British Marine A l p , ’  p. 50, Pucus 
spiralis, L. (=J’u~ms Arescliougii, Kjellm.) and var. platycarpa, Thur. 
( =J’WUS platycarpus, Thur.), quite agreeing with me, bnt not giving any 
proofs of his point of view. 

Eiicus Sherardi a spiralis, Aresch. 1. c. - spiralis, F1. Dan. t. 286 : non bma. 

* ‘‘ Antjder endast tillfiilliga eller lokala afvikelser.” 
t Kjellman’s reason for giving this plant the new name, Fucus dreschougii, was I think 

became he considered this form as specifically different from Fums pkutycarpue, Thur., and 
furthermore he does not use LinnB’s name because LinuB’s plant, i f1  rightly understand his 
note, 1. c. p. 11, in his opinion only included the boreal form occurring on the shores of 
Nordland and Finmarken. 
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From what has been said above, it is evident, firstly, that Linnh’s name 
for the phiit in question has been used up t.o the present time ; the species of 
Liiink being at  one time considered as a distinct species, a t  another as a 
variety of Fucus vesiculosus. When Prof. Suuragrau writes 1. c. p. 9 : “ I1 est 
inthressaiit de conskater que leu auteurs acceptbrent d’abord le F. spiralis, en 
firent ensuite une varikt6 du F. vesiculosus, puis l’incorporirrent entibement b 
celui-ci et enfin l’oublibrent,” I cannot quite agree with him ; true, Greville 
and Harvey refer Fucus spiralis as a synonym to Fucus aesiculosus, but, 
almost a t  the same time, the hrotherv Crouan have, as mentioned above, 
L L  FUCU.~ vesiculosus Bar. spii*alis =Fucus spiralis, L.” 

It is, secondly, evident from what has been said that Fucus platyearpus,  up 
t o  the present time, has been by most authors considered as a species distinct 
froill FUCUS spiralis, L., or whatever else it be called. Ru t  quite recently, 
11101’0 thorough investigations, including my own in the Feriies, have shown 

these two forins belong to t8he same species ; a result which, by the way, 
Dr. Kolderup Rosenvinge arrived at several years ago, relying not only 
upon his exa1nin:ition in the northern seas, but also on those on the shores of 
France. Prof. Sauvageuu * also adopted this view in 1897 after corres- 
pondence with Dr. Nosenvinge, and he maintains it in his latest paper. 

But a8 the matter now stands, and as furthermore proved above, no 
jllstifiable doubt can exist as to LinnB’s lkueus spiralis +, and we have nothing 

sauvageau, C., ‘6 Note prdliminaire sur les algues marines du aolfe de Giascogne,” p. 92 
(Journal de Botanique, t. xi., 1897). As it seems to me to be of interest what Prof. 
Sauyageau writes here I shnll quote the following. Prof. Sauvageau mentions firstly 
Pelvetia cunaliculata : ‘I RU niveau superieur de la maree,” and continues : ‘‘ Au-dessous, sont 
des FItCl68 d’un aapect pai%iculier. b u r  partie inferieure, ont au- 
dessus environ un centimbtre de largeor e t  sont d’un brun roupektre ; chacune se termine 
par un petit receptacle henmphrodite, globuleux, moins large qu’elle, sans Itt bordure 
np.rginale du F. pktycarpwr. Ces frondes sont tordues, font un ou deux tours de spire ; 
ellea ne pusehdent pas de v6sicules, mais des boursouflrlres, irr6guli8res dttns leur forme et 
leur situation, de chsque cSt6 de la nervure, coniparables B celles du F. ceranoi&. 
M. Rosenvinge a bien voulu m’6crire pue ce f ; z ~ c u ~  de san Vicente correspond tout-l-fait au 
3‘. platycarprut qui T i t  & la limite snp6rieure de la mer sur les cBtes de Danemark et dont les 
r6ceptacles sont ttmt6t un peu comprimd~ et marginds, tantat presque sph6riques et non 
mnrgin6s. It is‘evident from this that 
prof. Sauvagwn at  first was rather unfamiliar with this plant j it  being so diKerent from 
Fucua platycarpue, Thur. And furthermore, it  also seems to u e  that Prof. Sauvageau’s 
description of Fuczcs q’uaEis has some interest, as it, properly speaking, does not contain 80 

very much more than LinnB’s description including remarks and quotations, with the 
exception thnt Prof. Sauvageau mentions that it is hermaphrodite. 

+ Hnwever, should there atill be investigators who do nol comider Linn6’s description 
sufficiently precise, then we cnn wiite, just as we do with &cue inylatur, L., &I. Vahl, F U C ~  
81~i9.~li8, L., Lightfoot, ~8 the description by Lightfoot is, as mentioned above, 80 good thRt 
there is no doubt as to its identity, but this seems to me quite unnecessary. 

That we should be obliged to give UP Linn6’s name and use Thuret’s because this 
investigator has found one important character, not only of the plant in question, but also 
common to other species of Fume, is really not allmable j strictly speaking, one could with 
j u s t  as good reason urge the impossibility of using the names of tho other Fum-specie3. 

Les frondes, dBnudBes 

Ce serait fancien Fuctts ep~rulis de LinnB.” 
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else to do but t o  refer E’ucus platycarpus as a variety of Linn6’s old species 
Fucus spiralis, L. We then not only agree with the adopted nomenclature- 
rules (<$+. Verhandlungen des intern. bot. Kongreeses in Wien, 1905, Jena 
1906), but i t  so fortunately happens that Linn6’s old species, var. typica as 
I call it, has by far the largest distribution ; just to mention only one side of 
the Atlaiitie Sea, i t  occurs from the North (!ape to the Canary Islands, H liile 
var. platycarpa mainly occurs on the Atlantic coast of France and in the 
Channel. 

As to var. lirnitanea (Mont.), I shall, referring to Prof. Sauvageau’s 
account (Bot. FsrSes, p. 477), only emphasize that one ought to use 
Montagne’s name for this dwarf form which, if it is the same as my forma 
nana from the coast of the Fmroes, is due to the exposed locality, just as is 
forma disticha of Fucus injlatus ; the size also of Fucus spiralis and of Fucus 
infatus is also entirely dependent 011 this. As this dwarf form, at all events 
the Fsriiese one, differs in nothing else from var. t$pica, it ought to be 
referred as a forma limitanea o f  this variety. 

Bumming up shortly, I contend to  have proved :- 
(1) That we are able to forin a sufficiently certain opinion as to the identity 

(2) That we accordingly ought to write Fucus spiralis, L., a3 the name of 

Tar. typica, BSrgs. ( = f .  typicu, Borgs. 1. c.), with f. Zinaitariea (Mont.) 

Tar. platycarpa (Thur.), Borgs. 1. c.  

of FKCUS spiralis, L. 

the species, with the varieties :- 

=f.  nana, Kjellm. (Borgs. 1. c.) ; and 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 9. 

Fucus spiralis, Linn. 

The upper figure is reduced by nearly one-third iron the Linnenn type-specimen ; the 
legend “4 spiralis ” is in  LinnB’s handwriting at the bottom of‘ the sheet, close to which 
Sir J. E. Smith has written in pencil “ Lightfoot’e ” [species], implying that Lightfoot’s 
description in hi3 Flora Scotica,’ p. 911, suit8 this plant. 

The lower figure is a portion also reduced by one-third from a second sheet pinned 
by LinnB to the previous sheet ; he has also written a t  the foot ‘‘ 4 spiralis,” but this plant 
is regarded as quite dietinct from the former, cf. p. 112. 

The very dark hoe of these Fuci has rendered their repraduction by photography Fery 
difficult ; it will be seen that they are illuminated from the side, so as to emphasize difference 
in elevation. 


